Château Talluy History
Located in full center of the borough, with a new sight on the church and the « Prieuré », This
site sheltered a long story of which can still testify some old “Pidiziens”.
But well before becoming the Hotel restaurant Talluy Castle, denomination which makes us
a wink with the one of the old names of the village, the whole of the field sheltered an old
people's home for nuns called House Pius X.
At the end of the 17th century,Laurencin are not any more priors, but only lords of Talluy
and Prapin. In 1720,a descendant of this family sold the title of Lord to Claude Berthaud (or
Bertaud).
In 1739, this same character acquires of the prior, the seigniory of Taluyers.
It is of this time that, succeeding Micaud, acquisition by Claude dates from the Berthaud
Castle which will become at the beginning of the 20th century our famous House Pius X.
Until 1841, four Berthaud follow one another in this castle which they made increase and refit.
This Berthaud castle, which in fact is rather a house of the fields thus dating from the 18th
century is flanked of a square keep, has beautiful wood works, oldices, windows with smalls
quares and remarkable stucco ceilings.Surrounded at the time, innorthby a meadow and a
vegetable garden, the western part shelters the vault and a beautiful park with the Cedars and
Hedges.
In 1828, it’s the abbot Louis-Henry Démarêt, priest of Taluyers of 1828 to 1830 which
becomes owner of the place, but he dies in 1830 and its heirs donate of it at the community of
the Sisters Saint-Charles in 1841.By 1837, it will accommodate a boarding school and a
school of girls directed by these same Sisters.
Among the dramatic consequences of the Great War, many children had lost a father and were
often stripped opposite the adversity. The Little sisters had as a task to raise and educate about
forty orphan boys ofwar.
Then in complement, they accommodated those resulting large families. They were called
Pidiziens or the gones Pius X. The school accommodated to 150 pupils divided into four
primary classes. This establishment strongly marked the life of the village, not only the links
were very strong between the community and the population but also, by between crossservicing between the farmers of the village and the sisters. That resulting in exchanges of
services, giftsand the medical assistance by the means of the infirmary of Pius X.
But this unit became too large and too heavy to maintain.
Also in 2010, the congregation sold part of space in order to concentrate in a more restricted
place in a new very functional building. The whole of the field was divided into four entities
of which Talluy Castle, a hotel with restaurant established in the refitted buildings Pius X and
Pius XI, including the vault and the park with the cedars.

